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The Honorable Adam 3enjammn.
House of Representatives

Jr.

Dear Mr. Benjamin:
This is in response to your request for an interpretation of Public
Law No. 94-484. as it applies to medical doctors who are aliens, but
who were living and working in the United States at the time the jaw was
whether it was the tntent of Pab. L. No.
enacted. Secificallv, you as'kv
94-484 to impose new standards on those previo.isly qualifving to entcr
the United States to practice medicine, and whether it was intended 'o
force such professionals to depart by applylin the law retroacuvel.
Title VI of the Hcal4h Peofessions Educational Assistance AXct of
1976 (Pub. L. No. 944' 84. 90 Sta-t. 2243) deals with limitations on immigration of foreign medical Zraduates. Section 'Il2ia) of the limimration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. § 1113(a) (1970)) lists classes of
aliens who are ineligible to receive visas and are excluded fronm admission into the United States. Section 601ta) of the 1976 Act (90 Stat.
2300-61). which became effective on Januarv 10, 1977 (bv virtue of
section 601(f)). added to S U.S.C. S 1182(a) a new class of aliens to be
excluded:
"(32) Aliens who are graduates of a medical school

and are coming to the United States principally to perform
services as members oe the medical profession. except
such aliens who have pass d parts I and 11 of the National
Board of Medical Examiners Examination (or an equivalent examination as determined by the Secretary of Health.
Education. and Welfare) and w~iO are competent in oral and

written English. The exclusion of aliens under this para-

i ;t* .o nonpregraph shall apply to special immigrants
ference immigrant aliens described in section 2 0 3(a)(8)
p8 U.S.C. S 1153(a)(8)). and to preference immigrant
allens described in section 203(a)(3) and (6) 18 U.S.C.
S 1153(a)(3) and (6)1."

(S U.S.C. S 1182(a)(32) has since been further amended by Pub. L. No.
95-83. as will be discussed below. Although some aliers who woultu
have bevi affected by section 1182(a)( 32). as orig-nallv enacted, will be
exempt from it by vrrtue of Pub. L. No. 95-83. the essential requiremets of section 1182(a)l32) remain in effect and the following discussion.
unless otherwis noted, applies to section 1182(a)(32) as originally enacted

and as ameanded.)
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Pursuant to 8 U.S.C. S 1382(a)(32). the Secretar: of liealth. E'Iucation. and Welfare Il2EW) estaulished 'he Visa Qialif% ing _',arnmation tVQE)
a:-nners
J1
as equivalent to oarts I and 11 of 'he Nauonal iBoard of .'.Iodal
Examination (NBMEE). DL . Felipe S. Chua, volur cons-ttuient. has .xDressed concern that the requiremont to take NBMIEE or the %QEE .vould
oe applied to alien physicians who were alreauv :n the t nited States at
uhe
1_ 2ucathe time the law -as chanxed and wno nad prevlousl: ipasse:
;na:ion
LCt:ii,
Graduates
Exa
on
Foreim
\I.'utu.al
tional Comrniss.on
or the Fede: al Licensure Exam.:nation tFLEX). .\ccording to L)r. Ch!-ua.
many of these alien doctors have resided in this country ,or a num.ier
of years. lie describes therm as h.Ann 4long applied for their visas, as
far back as 1969 or earlier. whose applications iave been approved Dv
the Immigration and Naturaliza.ion Servico. 5ut who are waiting :or
their visa number assignnments

Dr. Chua says that these doctors took and nassei tho.;e licensing
tests [FLEX and ECFNMGQ with the clear understanding that those w:vrthe main legal requirements to practice ntdiciine in

hts country.

.ind

he believes that tht'. _Iould not no-v be required to ake the NmI3E
or the VQE. He has requeited that the FLEXX e considered by HE\W
as the equivalent of parts I and LI of the NB3MEE.
First. as mentioned above. the effect on many alien physicians of
8 U.S.C. 5 1182(a)(32) (as a-' ed by Pub. L. No. i4-484) has since ;een
mitigated or removed by the 977 amendments to Pub. L. No. 94-484
and to the Immigration and Nationalitv Act, wv ich were made by Pub.
L. No. 95-83 (91 Stat. 383. 87. August 1. 1977).

Under the 1977 amendments. aliens who are graduates of a medical
school which is accredited bv.a bodv or bodies approved for the purpose
by the Commissioner of Education. whether or not the school is in tthe
United States. are not subject to the requirements of the 19746 wnendmvSits.
8 U.S.C. S 1182(aH(32). as amended bv sectit.rn 307(c)(1). Pub. L. No.
95-83. Aliens who are of national or international renown in the medical
profession are also
m.-npt from !he requirements of the 1976 amendmnots.
Section 602(c). Pub. L. No. 94-484. as added bv section 30.(' )(3). Pub.
L. No. 95-83. In addition, alien physicians wiho. on Januarv 9. 1977
(the day before the 1976 amendments took effect). were doctors of medicine licensed to practice in a State. held valid specialty certificates
issued by a constituent board of the American B3oard of Medical Specialties and were practicing medicine in a State. are considered to have
passed parts I and U of the N13BIiE. Section 602(a), PuO. L. No. 94-84,
ao aoded by section 3 07 (u)(3). Pub. L. No. 933 83. Dr. Chua. in his .Ma}V 3,
1977. letter to you. described hinmself and those for whom he speaks, as
"foreign medical graduates who are practicing in the State of Indiana. who
cpose majority of the specialists in the medical field in this area." it
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is quite possible. therefore. that they fall within the specified exceptions
and need not comply with the new exar-.nation requirements of he l97ti
amendmrents. However, each alien ohvsic:;n s status Would have ;o be
determined indiv:duallv by *he In-.:-..ration and Naturalization Service.
If. for exan-ple. Dr. Chua or an: o: h:s colleagues were not btoard cer 'fie<t
as specialists. they would not be exemwt from *he examination requirement
under the third exemption c:ted above. although thev might still fall Within
the first or second exe: ptions. Tnerefore. we wiUll address the merits of
Dr. Chua's contentions. as expressed in your letter.
In enacting Pub. L. No. 94-484. we believe the Congress did indeed
intend tha: a new and higher standard for admission of foreign medical
graduates tF.MCs) to practice mediccne *n this countr:. be imposed. In
the Report bv the liouse Committee on In:erstate and Foreign Commerce
on H. R. 5346. 94th Cong.. it was said *ha;:

"The large influx of forei.n medical 4raduates is of
particular importance because;:rtualiv all testinmon presented to the cornilmttlen the issue of F2\lGs questioned the
of forei.n medical schools
quality of care provadetu :raduates
both in ternms of their abilitv to relate to their patients and their
medical competence. The practice of medicine requires the
subtle interpretation of the psvehologic status of the competent
performance of professional dutze, (sici. Tnie quality at care
provided by individuals who do not spek the English languae
well, let alone understand the subtle nuances of the American
culture, regardless of their medical competence. must be
questioned.
.,

*

*

*

*

'Relatively uncontrolled entrance into the United States
medical care system by foreign medical graduates of widely
varying training, background. and competence is severely
diluting the quality of the United States health-care system.
Even by the crudest measures of input, process, and certifition examinations, it is apparent that many F.lGs do not come
close to the minimal standards set for United States medical
graduates." H.R. Rep. No. 94-266, 53. 54 (1975).
Similarly. the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare found
that the large-scale influx of FXtGs poses a problem for the Unite-! States
in terms ol the quality of medical care provided by them. The Senate
Committee referred specifically to the po;sibilitv that the medical education of FAIGs might not be equal to that found in American medical schools
and mentioned also the language and cultural barriers noted by the House
Committee. S. Rep. No. 94-887. 210 (L 976). (In fairness to the
-3-
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FNMGs. many of who;i mav. of course, be excellent doctors, both reports
also cited as a problem 'he foreigsn policv issue raised when the United
States accepts, as iim:grants, FLI(;s from developing countries which
lack adequate -ndical care for their own populations. Id; Ii. R. Rep.
No. 94-266, supra. 50).
Finally, in this regard. section 60i of -he 1976 Act was described as
follows bv the Conference Committee reporting this year on a bill to amend
it (the bill that became Pub. L. No. 95-83. discussed supr3):
"Amendments to the Imm:gration and Nationality Act
made last year were intended to put to a halt abuses of
provisions of that Act whereby thousands of alien graduates
of foreign medical schools who were ill-trained bv United
States standards were entering this country in order to
practice medicine. " S. Rep. No. 95-349. 27 (1977).
Thus, the 1976 amendments were iVended to limit the immigration of FMl(s.
To accomplish this, the FMGs are required to take an examination equivalent to that taken bv most United States medical graduates, the NBMEE.
S. Rep. No. 94-88., supra 80.
Dr. Chua contends, however, that the new requirement should apply
only to those prospective immigrants "who are outside the United States,
who are only in the process of applying for admission into this country.'

He says that the FMlGs who are now in the United States and have already
"chosen to be a permanent member" of this nation should not be subject to
the new requirements. You suggest that the language in a U. S.C. § 1182(a)
(32). to the effect that the exclusion applies to FMC~S who "are coming to the
United States" to practice medicine, precludes its application to FlG:s already in the UnitedcStates.
We do not agree that the 1976 amendments impose new standards on
"those previously qualifying to enter the United States to practice medicine."
The affected alien physicians were not permitted to enter the United States
for the purpose of practicing medicine. They were admitted as noninnmigrants, for limited time periods and, typically, for study, research, or
teaching. They evidently intend to become immigrants but, until thev have
been granted that status, their right to remain in the United States is contingent upon compliance with the terms of their admission as nonimmigrants.
Perhaps some discussion of the immigration system as it applies lo F.MGs
would be helpful. Generalty. under the Inunigration and Nationality Act, as

amended (8 U.S.C.

£ 1101

et

.i1), the right to reside permanently in the

I/The Act was substantially amended in 1976, by Pub. L. No. 94-571, 90
Stat. 2703. Those amendments became effective January 1, 1977. Generally, they have no direct effect on the FNlGs. The following discussion
describes present lat.
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United States is represented by the grant of an immigrant visa. Entry for
various temporary purposes requires a nonimmigrant visa. There are
numerical limitations on the total number of aliens who may be grant-1
immigrant visas annually, as well as on the number of aliens from individual foreign states who may receive immigrant visas annually.

8 U.S.C.

SS 1151. 1152.
Within the overall numrerica. limitation, immigrant Misas are first
allocated in the crder of six preference priority categories. There are
also limits on the number of visas which can be issued within each preference category annually. Visas remaining available after allocation among
the six preference priority categories (and one other special category) may
then be issued on a noapreference basis t o other qualified immig.,rants in
the chronological order in which they qualify. 8 U.S.C. s 1153.
The new law applies to F:NIGs who are in the third or the sixth preference categories, who are "special immigrants' as defined in 8 U.S.C.
S 11O1(a)(27)(A), or who are nonpreference immigrants. The third prefera
ence category is for-"* * * qualified immigrants who are members of the professions, or who because of their exceptional ability in the
sciences or the arts w1ll substantially benefit prospectively
the national economy, cultural interests, or .velfare of the
United States, and whose services in the professions,
sciences or arts are sought by an employer in the United

States." 8 U.S.C. S 1153(a)(3).
The sixth preference category is for-"* * * qualified immigrants who are capable of performing
specified skilled or unskilled labor, not of a temporary or
seasonal nature, for which a shortage of employable and
willing persons exists in the United States. " 8 U. S. C.
S 1153(a)(6).
Generally. nonimmigrant aliens are admitted to the United States only
for a temporary period for certain specified purposes and are expected to
return to the country of their permanent residence. They have no right to
remain beyond the period of authorized entry (unless they acquire permanent residence status). Tney cannot engage in activities inconsistent with
the purploe of their admission and they are subject to expulsion for no;
complying with the time limits or the conditions and purposes of their
entry. I Gordon & Rosenfield, "Immigration Law and Procedure" (rev.

ed. 1976) S 1.32.
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With regard to the status of he FMIGs-"Many FMlGs first enter the U.S. on an 'exchange visitor'
visa or 'J-visa' [so-called because ,- is authorized -)y
section :01(a)(15)(J) of the Imm:igrauoai and Nationali:y
Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(15)(J)j. This proirnz
iwas
intended to assist developina nations bv 'acilitatung the
education of thetr students, including :nndical students,
in the United States. Thz pro-ram ,as evolved into a
means for U.S. hospitals to acquire :nexpensive physician
services." S. Rep. No. 94-887, supra 211.
Exchange visitors are nonimmirants. One who is in the United States
as a nonimmigrant may apply for "adjustnent of status" :o that of an
immigrant:
"(a) The status of an alien who was inspected and
admitted or paroled into the United States may be aijusted
by the Attorney General. in i:discrntion and under such
regulations a's he may presc nbe, to -hat of an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence if (1) the alien
makes an application for such adjustment, (") the alien is
eligiblc to receive an immigrant visa and is admissible
to the United States for permanent residence, and (3) an
immigrant visa is immediately available to him at the
time his application is filed." 8 U.S.C. S 1255.
Aliens seeking adjustment of status from nonimmigrant to. immigrant
may first apply for preferer" e claasification. Based on their professional
skills, FNIGs would be eligib'e for either third or sixth pr-nfereonce classification.
Under thc numerical limitation system, the chances of recf- vinrg an
immigrant visa could be considerably enhanced if thL applicant is classified in a preference category. However-"* * * qualification as a member of a preference

group does not assure an immigrant of immediate consideration. Some preferences (e.g., the hird, and sixth)
may be currently oversubscribed, ano the maximum allocations for some countries (e.g. Italy and the Phi ii ppi nes)
are usually exhausted by the early steps on the preference

ladder. Thus, in many instances the approval of a visa
petition [i.e., a petition for preference classification] may
entail a sojourn on a waiting list for the appropriate preference. " I Gordon and Rosenfield, "Immigration Law and
Procedure" (rev. ed. 1976) S 3. 7a (hereinafter cited as
Gorad and Rosenfield).
-6 -
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The procedure for an alien

mn

the United States seekin!Z adjustment

from nonin.n:: rant io ininiiTlrant status wvth the benefit c.' a ure!'ere-ce
classification s first to ",,le a aetitlon wvith the Attornev General ( ho
administers hese nrovisions nirouugh the Imirn:gration anc` Naturalizaticn
Service (INS)) :or the .reference status. iExcharxtae vis-tors, .unless hey
meet certain cond:ions, mav n.ot apply :or permanent residence in :he
United States until thev have left this countr- for at leas: ' .ears.
S U.S.C., 1182(e). Presumablv, the 1- S wvho are exchan-.n>. ;isltors
and who seek adjustment of status have satisfied these conuiuo.s.i)
The applicatio.i for an immigrant visa .vill not be considercuj until the
petition 'or pre,.erence (referred to as a visa petition") has been ad;udicated. S C. F. R.
243. l(d). '45. '(at'') ( 977 ). An alien who :s .zrante
Dreference status, however, is 41ven a priority on the wai:ing list lOr x.sas
which relates 5ack to the date he filed his petition for preference sta-us.
8 C. F. R.
245. l(g)(2).
Once the visa netition, 'or nreference status, is Yranted, the applicant

for adjustment of status still mav not suhrzd ils application :'or an 'ninigrant visa unless a visa will be "imincciiatlel available to hil;l at the :ime
his applicati i is filed.
8 U.S.C. \ 1'55(a)(3). Quoted sunra. Availabilitv of a visa for an applicant for adiustment of status is oe:ermn:ned byv

reference to the waiting list in the sazre manner as availaollitv of a visa
for a prospective immigrant outside the United States. S U.S.C. § 1253
(a)(2); 3 C. F.R. 5 245. l(g). If both are in the same prefe.e cateoor%,
they are competing, in effect, for the same limited number uf vtsas.
Approval of a petition for preference status does not in itself assure
a nonimmigrant alien of the right to remain in the United States until an
immigrant v-isa becomes available.

I Gordon and RosenfLeld (Stin,.

l97-3)

3. Sa. Moreover, approval of an application for an immigrant visa. when
one does become available, is bv no means automatic, even "or an applcant with preference status. Tne applicant must still meet the requisite
qualifications, and the visa application may be denied. Lee v. INS. 541
F. 2d 1383 (9th Cir. 1976).
5

An applicant for adjustment of status is "$ t
assimilated to the position of an applicant for entry to the United States. lie must comiplv with
all entry requirements except documents. " 2 Gordon and Roseol'ieold
7. 7e(1). This means that the sane standards are appl:ed :n determining
his eligibility for an immigrant visa as would be applied if the applicant
were outside the United States at the time of his application. Canmos v.
LNS, 402 F. 2d 758 (9th Cir. 1968).
Immigrant FMNIGs--that is. those who, at the time the 1976 armendmnents
pertaining to FNlGs took effect. had been admitted to the United States for
permanent residence--were not affected by the amendments. Only those
-7 -
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outside the United States and seeKing to enter, or those inside the United
States as nonimmtgrants ;Ld seeking adjustment of status, were affected.
By its terms. sectian 1182(a)(32) of title 8, United States Code (as added
by Pub. L. No. 94-484), makes aliens failing within its exclusionary standards ineligible to receive visas, whereas imirnigrants alreadv hold visas.
Nonimmrigrants, it is true, hold nonimmigra;. visas, but to convert their
status to that of immigrant, they must apply for immigrant visas, thus
bringing into play the requirements of 8 U.S.C. S 11 8 2(a)(3 2 ), making
them ineligible to receive visas unless they pass the NB.MEL ot Its equivalent and demonstrate English language proficiency.
The F.MGs who are the subject of your ;nquiry are now in the United
States and (according to Dr. Caua's letter to Fresident Carter on 'his
matter, a copy of which you provided) 'have long applied for their visas,"
nave had their applications approved, and are awaiting visa nurmier assignments. In fact, however, as explainea above, there is no significant
-waiting period between approval of a visa application and :ssuance o: a
visa. because a prospective immigrant already in the United States ?nav
not a; ply for an immigrant visa until a visa number assignment is available. 8 U.S. C. § 1255.
a
In consequence, we must assume that, contrary to the imnplica:ion in
Dr. Chua's letter, the FIMGs with whom he is conce-ned have not had their
applications for immigrant visas approved. Rather, they are nere in nonimmigrant status, such as that of exchange visitor, and are awaiting availability of visas. They presumably intend to apply for immigrant status
when permitted to do so, which will be when immigrant visa3 become
available for assignment.
Petitions for preference status, although they do not establish eligibil.ty for issuance of a visa. are termed "visa petitions" by INS. I Gcrdon,
.nd Rosenfield S 3. Sa. This terminology may be responsible for the conusion engendered by Dr. Chua's reference to the FIGs having had visa
applications approved. Their "visa petitions, " i. e.. their peultions for
reference classification, may have been appro-iT but not their visa appli-ations. We conclude, therefore, that the 1976 amendments do not have
in impermissible retroactive effect.
The applications for immigrant status of the affected alien physicians
:ad apparently not been approved at the time the new law took effect. A-s
s the case with all aliens seeking immigrant status, whether present in
he United States at the time of application or not, these alien physicians
nust meet the standards of the law in effect at the time their applications
,re considered for approval.
Evidently. the alien physicians have in many cases submutted applicaLons to be clamsifed in preference immigrant categories and these appliatios may have been approved. That approval gives the alien physiciads
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priority on the waiting list for immigrant visas but does not assure app:oval of their applications for immigrant status. (The 1976 amendments
do not affect preference classifications previously granted to alien physicians. )
Thus, to sum up. an FNIG in the United States as a noninmigrant
seekInr adjustment of status. and an FMNG seeking admission to the United
States as _,n immigrant, are in essentially the same position in terms of
the immigration laws. Both are applying for permanent admrnission to his
country aid both are subject to the limited availability of immigrant visas.
The FNMGs who are present in the United States and are seeking adl.ission for permanent residence were admitted. tvpically as exchange visitors.
on a temporarv basis. Whi~e they were in the United States as nonnmmngrants. but before they were entitled under be law to subm-t applications
to become immigrant - (because visa number . ssignments were not yet
avaxlab'e). the new requirement for the grant )f a visa to one intending to
peactize medicine in this country was enacted. All FMGs seeking irnm:grant visas. whetner present in the United States or not (and whether
seeking preference status or not) must noi pass the NBMEE examination
or its equivalent and must demonstrate c dpetence in oral and written
Enrglish.
A FMG. present in the United States only on the express condition
that his stay be temporary, and seeking immigrant status, and a FMG
not present in the United States but also seeking immigrant status, are
competing, in effect. for the same limited number of immigrant visas.
We see no basis for exempting the FMIG who is here from the requirements for immigration which mupt be met by the FMG who is not here.
The same conclusion is implicit in the doctrine of immigration law,
cited above, that an applicant for adjustment of status is assimilated to
the position of an applicant for entry. The doctrine has been described
as follows:

"The theory of the adjustment statute 18 U.S.C.
S 12551 is that if the applicant were then outside of the
United States seeking entry he would be admissible
under the immig ltion laws. Therefore if the applicant is found inadmissible under thL immuTigration laws
he cannot be granted adjustment of status. I * * the
consideration of admissibility in an adjustment proceeding is substantially equivalent to such consideration by a consul (the State Department official who is
vested with authority to grant or deny immigrant visas
to applicants in foreign countries) in passing on an
application for an immigrant visa. " 1 Gordon and
Rosenfield S 7.7b.
9-
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You suggest that, because 8 U.S.C. r 1182(a)(32) makes aliens .v'bo
"are coming" to the U'nited States ineligible to receive visas if thev (do
not meet its requirements. aliens present in the United States at the
*rne o. enactment of that section should not be considered to !e sub;ect
to its requirements. However, an applicant -or ad ustment of status
has been held to be assimilated to the position of an applicant for entry
even wvhen the wording of the exclusion, like the wording of seectona 11 "
(a)(32) which you cite, is in terms of future entrv into the United States.
See Bloomfield v. Iminiaration and Naturalization Service, 404 F,
S6
6(9th Cir. 1963). curt. den. 3ti4 L'.S. 1013 (l.o')
While Bloomt'ield was in the United States as a nonimmitrant, he applied for adiustment of status. When he submitted his application for
ad~usLtnent of status, the Court founci, he was not statutorily :neliLrible
for adnussion under any provision of 3 U.S.C. 3 1 12. Io(wever, )efore
processing of his application was complete, section 1132(a)(14) was
amended. Tnat section had formerlv restricted ,mm'i:gration of al:ens
seeking to enter the United States to work, but dld not apply to Bloor o'ield.
.As amended, however, it added a new requirement that aliens seekir.4
to enter to work would be excluded unless t:. obtained emliovinsent
certificates from the Secretary of Labor. W.omfield did n ot have such
a certi'icate, and his application for adjustment of status wajs d.enied.
8 U.S.C. S 1182(al(14) refers to aliens "seeking to enter the United
States." It was assumed to be applicable to Bloomfield's application for
adjustment of his status to that of a permanent resident, notwt:hstandan.,
the fact that he was in the United States when he applied. Althoughthis
particular issue was not under review by the :-eurt, :he opinion *::,
that:
"Section 245 of the Act permits an alien who is
temporarily in .:e United States to become, under certain
circumstances, a lawful permanent resident. One of the
circumstances which must exist is that the alien be admiassible to the United States for permanent residence under the
Act. Aliens ineligible for admission to the United States for
permanent residence. and therefore tneligible for relief under
section 245. are specified in section 212 of the Act, 3 U.S.C.
S 1182 (1964)." 404 F.2d at 658.
The same principle, in our view, would require that applications for ad;ustmcnt to immigrant stats.. to perform services as members of the
medical profession, submitted by aliens who do not meet the requirements
of 8 U.S.C. S 1182(a)(32). be denied. notithstmnding the fact that the

applicants are not Uterally "coming to" the United States.
The Bloomfield case is also noteworthy in that Bloomfield was required to meet the standards for admissibtlity for permanent res dence
in effect at the time of action on "is visa application. even though. just
-
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as ;n the situation now under consideration, the requirement which resulted in the denial of his application was a new one, added tdter he
entered this Coun rv and after he applied for an irnmigrant visa. See
also Talanoa . lm:.zcration and Naturalization Service, 397 F. 2d 196
(9th (7r. i ;A):n
'.:
cI A sIMLnar resui. is uescriueu as deriving from
,he 4oneral rule of adt-nimtrative law that an administrative agency is
required to act under the law as it stands when the agency's order is
entered.
Moreover, as mentioned earlier, the 1977. amendments, in effect,
create vartous exceptions to the exclusionary rule of the 1976 amendments. Thie third exception, for doctors holding specialtv certificates.
operates in 'avor of i .NlGs who were practicing medicine in a State on
the effective date of the 1976 amendnments. Clearly, if section 11a2
(a)h22). as auded b; PRb. L. No. 94-484. had been thought by the Congress to be inapplicable to FMG:s in the United States, it would have
been su-perfuous to enact an amendment in 1977. the only apparent purDose of wxh:ch is to mitigate the effect of the 1976 amendments on certain
FVIGs prac-cmg their profession in the United States.
Finally. Dr. Chua contends that the new law :Ounfair and unconstitutional' !ecause it affects FNIGs who have qualified" by passing he
EC FMG and :he FLEX., ":. ith the clear understanding that those were :he
main legal requirements to practice in this country." He suggests :urther
that the FLEX be considered the equivalent of the NEBMIEE. for purposes
of -meeting the new statutory requirement that FNlGs pass the N.M3EE or
its equivalent. You make the additional point, in a letter to HEW, that
the VQE. established by HEW as equivalent to the NBMIF.. in fact ra.yv
riot re u utv.Uh'nt, becauise the VQE is made up of some of the harder
ques-ions from the N1BMEE.
We take no position on the merits of the various examtnations involved
since the Act gives the Secretary of Health. Educatvn. and WUAfare the
discretion to establish an examination equivalent to the NI3MEE. wiether
by designating an existing examination or designing a new one. However.
we must point .ut that until the 1976 amendments. t;.ts&v was no require-

ment for FNMts to take any examination to qualify for immigrant status.
Under INS regulations, passing the ECFMIG is merely one of several alternative methods of establishsng that a F!MG is a member of the medical
profession. a determination which is significant only for purposes of deciding whether the F~rs falls within the third preference category. 8 C. F. R.
S 204. 3(e)(2) (1977) (since revised, pursuant to the 1976 amendments. at
42 Fed. Reg. 3C27 (1977)).

The new law thus does not act to deprive a F1UG of any status to which
he may previously have been entitled. If he qualified for classification in
the third preference category, whether by passing the ECF.SG or otherwise. he remains so classified. By passing the FLEX or the ECFNIG.
however. an F.MG did not qualify for immigrant status.
_ .1.
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We trust that this information will be useful.
Sincerelv yours,

Deputyl ContrOd/?:'r,~7
of the United States
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